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About This Game

Have you ever faced forthcoming death?

Or have you ever imagine how it is to rush yourself just to get another minute of your life? Forge ahead, against all odds, not
knowing what’s waiting there for you and if you are strong enough to bear the suspens.

The end is getting closer. Will you manage to survive?

Startling originality, firing imagination, engaging and amazing chain of events. The simplicity of this pixel-art game entails
players to unite and cooperate in order to get higher and escape chasing them water. Gripping and full of humor. It will

definitely won’t let you sit and bore.

Water is flooding the world. Build your own way to climd higher and higher. Maybe there is a chance of survival after all. Give
yourself a try! Help those boars reach the highest level.

***

Squeakers is a multiplayer, cooperative game. It can provide fun up to four players. You can either decide to work altogether or
choose to compete with each other. No matter the way, the goal is to build the tower as fast as you can to escape rising water.

And oh! Don’t forget your cement mixer! It gives you bricks essential for your construction.
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To make the gameplay trickier, the higher you get the more diversified bricks will get. Some of them simplify your work,
another ones can ruin your well-cared for masterpiece.

- look after your building buddy. Try to rescue him whenever he felt into the water. You might need his help to create bigger
tower

- you can use either keyboard or game pad

- collect achievements along the way

- you can choose your character from six different types just to differentiate each other during playing

- define your own method of building, experiment and get better and faster. The faster you get, the more points you receive
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I bought this game for my 4-year-old. She loves it and says it is "awesome". Can't get a better recommendation than that.. A
game that looks good. However, it seems that there is a BUG with a certain peak in the depth of the terrain, and there is a
deviation in the figure field and position calculation, hoping to repair it as soon as possible.. Flappy Bird meets pigs in this
clicker \/ spacebar bashing title of minimalistic practices. Collect coins and purchase random pig skins in this point farming
procrasinator.

That is literally all that can be said about this game. It holds a couple easter eggs and has steam achievements and trading cards.
Besides that it is rather unimaginative and straight forward. A decent get but won't gain any awards for anything innovative
anytime.. Oh Gawd.... Outdated controls where you can't use make full use of the keyboard and mouse of modern day. This is
one of those kind of games where the only way to stand the test of time is with story.
And this is one of those games that uses actors for cut scenes. I love that. Loved it in Jedi Knight and I heard good things about
it in Wing Commander that I never played.
I'll play this, if I have spare time, for the story alone since the missions seem passable with the old controls.. wtf i love video
games now. There are demons, and they do have shotguns.

10\/10
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Jeu tres passionnant amusant et qui passent le temps , je recomende ce jeu. This is by far the best of the DLCs sofar. The
presentation is amazing, the models beautiful and the setup quick and easy. Not to mention that this is a hilarious, tense and fun
game.

Let's hope we will get more Zombicide DLC in the future!. Today im Taking a look at Ted By Dawn I really did Like the
graphics and Running around with a chainsaw chopping up zombies and blowing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up
this game can be really ragey as well if you cant pass a LVL i also Made a video of The game
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=WN-pg47XXKU. Like war? Like strategy ? play game !
. Im usualy not a big fan of dualstick shmups but this deserves some words
Challenging gameplay, good learning curve, skills, dual stick (xbox360 work perfect) left stick steer right stick shoot switchable
for left handers ,some classic gameplay like asteroids, gyruss mixed with new elements + skilltree, demands for more gametime
here :)
The sound is also good, Tec/Beat/Effects
Gfx is good for this kind of game. I can't wait. My most anticipated game in the last ten years. I grew up playing the original two
Descent games and Parallax software has come back together after all of these years to create overload. The teaser is GREAT. I
can't wait to see the final product.. I guess germans are just bad in making Video games.
I was hoping for more when pre-ordering this game (ye I decide to write a review after 3 years).
Anyway, the graphics are really, really bad, animations are crappy and the only thing that is okay is the Gameplay itself.
Actually, I would recommend this game, if it wasn't so expensive.
You need 3 hours for the campaign and it's just not worth the 15 euros, eventhough I enjoyed it a bit.
For 5 Euros this would be okay, so in case this is on sale sometime, grab it, but not now. Great Game!. A good game. I think I'll
have to file this one under shmups to recommend to players new to the genre. It'll feel right at home to anyone who has played a
Touhou game before. The gameplay is forgiving and accessible enough to keep new players from getting frustrated, despite
sacrificing some of that raw adrenaline an experienced bullet hell player seeks out (I was able to very nearly 1CC the game on
just my second attempt). Variety in game modes I can't complain about, but given I've only spent a couple hours with this game
I'm sure there's something still I haven't seen in it. Withholding judgment for now.

Menus and UI while aesthetically pleasing could do with a little polish. For example it took me a solid hour to figure out where
the score was displayed due to it being partially transparent and blended with the backgrounds. I also could not for the life of me
figure out what the "Customize" game menu did. I adore the backgrounds, enemy designs and overall art of the game. The
combination of still and floaty jerky animations on parts of the characters and bosses contribute to a very creepy vibe that
tickles a very happy part of my soul.

Sound design. This is where I have mixed feelings on. Overall the sounds in the game felt a little flat. Long droning hums to
indicate information to the player while consistent with the grim theme aren't particularly stimulating. Even the larger enemies
vanish with little more than an unsatisfying "phut". Last gripe is there's very little to communicate the player has taken damage
short of an immersion-breaking panicked glance at the bottom UI. There were several instances where I was unsure for a good
several seconds whether I'd been hit or if I'd managed to get a bomb off in time. The music is another hit or miss affair. I
enjoyed the eerie lonesome sounding stage music, and some of the boss themes during their non-awakened phase, but after
hearing the same dubstep drop 3 or 4 times during the 2nd boss phases I started to tire of it.

Tech. I'm not going to whinge on about technical issues endlessly. No game is bug free and this is no exception, but here are
some of the ones I observed. It may be an engine limitation but I noticed several instances where the frame rate would suddenly
drop during boss death sequences. In the 2nd and 4th stages there was a brief period at the beginning of the stage where my
directional inputs wouldn't respond even as enemies started to appear and I only regained control after tapping one of the fire
buttons. Lastly, and I don't know whether to classify this as a bug or a UX quibble, but the score entry screen gives the feeling
that it's hanging after selecting the "End" button because the game is saving data but there's no sound or visual cue that the game
is doing something other than your controls being locked.

Overall. Solid shmup with the potential to be a great shmup barring a few polish-related issues. I've certainly paid more for
much, MUCH less.

Update: This game has received quite a bit of post-launch support. I don't mean that in that it was unfinished on launch, but in
the realm of improved controller support and additional game modes at no extra charge. As it stands now this is definitely a
shmup worth picking up.
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